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This paper presents a method for attributing tropospheric distributions to sources in a
regional chemical transport model. I think the subject of this paper is appropriate for
GMD, however I do not feel it is ready for publication. I do not completely understand
the procedure used, and think the authors need to significantly improve and expand
the description of the procedure. My specific comments are listed below.
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2. In Section 3, please be more specific about which modeled compounds are "la-
beled". Is it all species for a type of source, or for a specific region? Or is a single
species traced at one time? It is not clear how many "labels" there can be in a single
simulation. A few more explicit examples would be helpful.

3. Perhaps the transport process "Adjust" should be called "Adjustment", to use a noun
as for the other processes.

4. The Fig.8 caption includes some extraneous text (referring to upper left, etc.). And
what is the BOP-campaign? That should be described in the text.

5. There are a number of grammar or typo errors that should be corrected. For exam-
ple:

p. 3959, l. 22: "provides a good insight for of" -> "provides insight into . . ."

p. 3960, l.7: "track off" -> "track of"
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p. 3960, l. 13: "inspired on" -> "inspired by"

p. 3974, l 7 & 9: "extend" -> "extent"; l.10: "reduction on" -> "reduction in"

etc.
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